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Coach Upgrades From Ivy League To Fairfield
■After the departure of Coach Ed Cooley to Big East school Providence College,
Fairfield University announces the hiring of former Princeton Coach Sydney Johnson
"This is an intriguing
opportunity and it feels
like the perfect fit for me"
-Coach Sydney Johnson

BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

Fairfield University Basketball
has officially entered a new era.
Sydney Johnson has been hired as

last year's success.
"Moving forward with a new
coach always involves a transition.
But I have communicated with
the players and am trying to get
them more familiar with me," he

the new head coach, announced
Athletic Director Gene Doris an-

with his acceptance as head coach
of the Stags and is excited to join

makes them tick and what moti-

nounced Monday evening. Johnson

the Fairfield University community.

vates them."

comes to Fairfield after spending

"The University was extremely

explained. "I want to know what

In terms of what to expect

the last four seasons as head coach

welcoming and has already been

from Johnson strategy-wise, he

of the Princeton Tigers.

very supportive.This is an intrigu-

made it clear that he wants the

ing opportunity and it feels like the

team to be ready to run.

.

Yet the pressure of replacing
Ed Cooley does not faze Johnson.

perfect fit for me," he noted.

"Ed Cooley cannot be replaced,

Although Johnson wants to

he built this program brick by brick,"

start a new chapter as a Stag, he

Johnson said."Pressure is a foreign

will never forget his days as a Tiger,

concept to me, it only comes with
not being prepared and we cer-

and the impact that both coaching
and playing had on him.

tainly will be."

"There will always be a tie to

"We want to score at least 70
points every game and play terrific,
aggressive defense," he said.
With this hiring, it is clear that
Fairfield basketball will not lose a
step with the loss of Cooley. The
program is built to win right now
and should continue to thrive in the

Johnson led the Princeton
Tigers to the 2010-2011 Ivy League

Princeton in me, just as President
Von Arx has ties to Princeton as

Championship and an automatic

well as Georgetown," Johnson said.

between the Fairfield players and

NCAA Tournament birth. Princeton

"We have to continue to grow and

Johnson's first game as the Stags

took the University of Kentucky, an

define ourselves over time. Moving

head coach, but even in early April,

eventual Final Four team, down to

onto a new institution is a way of

both the team and the coach know

the wire in a narrow 59-57 loss.

doing this."

what their goal is for next year.

The Princeton program went

Even though Johnson was

through strides of great success un-

only hired within the week, he

MAAC. A long off-season remains

"We have work hard every
day in order to put ogrselves in the

der Johnson's guidance, similar to

knows building a relationship with

position to win," he said."We want

New Fairfield Men's Basketball Coach Sydney Johnson joins the Fairfield

how Ed Cooley elevated the stature

current Fairfield players, as well as

to win the MAAC and we say that

community after spending the past four seasons coaching the Princeton
Tigers. He has high hopes for success with the Stags this upcoming season.

of the Fairfield Stags.
Johnson could not be happier

incoming recruits, is the first step in
getting the team ready to build off

boldly."

Katherine Elgin/The Daily Princetonian

Aquanaut Cousteau Makes A Splash
At Open Visions Forum
BY MORGAN LANG

daughter of ocean explorer Jean-

ences will put us one step further

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Michel Cousteau, spoke at the last

to conserving our environment.

Open Visions Forum event of the
She has looked a whale in the

"I was impressed by her dedi-

school year, at Fairfield University

cation," said Rachel Martin'14."She

eye in the depths of the Pacific.

Monday night.

said that every time she leaves the

She has snorkeled with anacondas
in the Amazon. She has crawled

Cousteau, who went on her
first expedition to the Amazon at

was also surprised at the [amount]

next to pumas in Chile.

age nine, spoke about People and

offish she avoids eating."

Celine Cousteau, granddaughter of French explorer and

the Natural World: An Exploration of Connections, by way of

not eating a wide variety of certain

filmmaker Jacques Cousteau and

her personal experiences to a full

seafood; not because she doesn't

house she unplugs everything. I

Cousteau makes a point of

audience of students, faculty, and

like the taste, but because of the

Fairfield locals.

way it is caught and the abun-

"It's great that you care; it
doesn't matter unless you do

Photo Illustration by Peter Caty and Alexander Gonzalez/The Mirror

The new 2011 -2012 staff of The Mirror in the office in the Lower Level BCC.

New Mirror Staff Announced

dance of its population.
Although some people

BYMIKAELATIERNEY

highly encouraged - we are always

may question why she does not

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

looking for new writers, photogra-

something,"said Cousteau. As
both an adventurous filmmaker

choose to abstain from other

and an environmental speaker,

animal meats as well, swch as

Cousteau is an active advocate
for the preservation of the natural

beef and pork, Cousteau said that

staff of The Mirror prepare to gradu-

"she chose oceans," but everyone

ate in a few short weeks, the new

before set foot inside the office in
the Lower Level of the BCC, don't

phers, and contributers in a variety
As the senior members of the

of other areas to help improve
The Mirror. Even if you have never

world.
Throughout her travels, she

should choose their own inter-

staff has taken over the organiza-

est and their own way to make a

tion, editing, and production of the

be too intimidated by the 'big

makes documentary films of both

difference.

independent student newspaper.

glass box'- we're easy to get in

indigenous people and wildlife,

We hope to bring new content to

touch with, and are always looking

which are utilized by the media

Cousteau said that although
she has nothing but respect for

light over the course of the next

for new students to get involved,

and non-profit organizations to

her grandfather and father, her

year, with new initiatives to get in

regardless of their major or level

get recognized and gain funding

true inspiration came from her

touch with clubs and groups on

of experience. Meetings are held

for their projects.

mother and grandmother. Little
known to many, these women

campus, promote events occurring

weekly on Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

around Fairfield both on and off

handedly preserve the Earth's

were as involved in the expedi-

campus, and to maintain connec-

resources, Cousteau hopes that

tions as their husbands.

tions with different campus figures

Although she cannot singlePeter Caty/The Mirror

Celine Cousteau filled the Quick

filming and sharing her knowl-

Center for her Open Visions talk.

edge and experiences with audi-

COUSTEAU AT OPEN VISIONS
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- most importantly, the students.
Participation with the newspaper is

We wish the seniors the best of
luck and hope to continue to carry
on and improve upon the product
they have left behind.
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Kelly Pierce/The Mirror

Earth Week is being celebrated at Fairfield this week, involving a series of events being held around campus. Photos clockwise from top left: Amy Agelastro (right) and Lexi Tarabour work at
an information table in the BCCdistributing new reusable coffee mugs as an alternative to disposable cups or plastic water bottles; a large banner along the banister in the BCC proclaims the
celebration of Earth Week; a "Water Bottle Mountain" illustrates the impact plastic water bottles have as they pile up to decompose in a landfill; the variety of plastic bottles as contributed by
various students throughout the week displays the significant number of brands and companies using the wasteful plastic bottles for their products, further harming the environment.

LEAF Helps to Clean Up Fairfield Beach
BY CRYSTAL RODRIGUEZ

St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital
Contributed Photo

"Up Til Dawn"
Event Works
to Raise
Awareness

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The LEAFers have learned from
experience that to get college stu-

This past weekend, LEAF

dents to step outside of themselves

They had to form a strategy

volunteered their time for the cause
got a new or reinforced outlook on

ness" on environmental issues on

friendly, and use incentives... free

the importance of maintaining a

campus, said Caldwell.

and headed to the beach to help

mugs or cookies are a good way

stable and clean environment.

clean the beach environment here

to get involvement [in order to]

at Fairfield.

spread the message of how to be

able way and not exhaust all the

thing...just because you are not

Earth-friendly"said Caldwell.

resources on the planet," Jaras Watts

directly paying for it now doesn't

piled in to cars together on campus

off Earth Week because it makes a

While students are lured into

said after the cleanup.
This consciousness toward

"Everybody can think about
the way they are using every-

mean its any less important to
conserve," said Jaras Watts.

environmental issues is what LEAF

did not go unnoticed. Beach
residents, while doing yard work,
gave approving smiles and thanks

addresses as possible in order to

to the volunteers. People passing

inform their friends and families
about the work done at St. Jude's

their path to give to the LEAFers.

Hospital.
Additionally, there will be

Jaras Watts called to attention the issue that was on every-

great food, entertainment, and

one's mind: "There is just a finite

prizes, which include an IPAD,

amount of everything on Earth
and if you irresponsibly use your

by even picked up garbage in

resources, you are going to face

pediatric cancer research center

challenges in the future...If I were

where families never pay for treat-

to have children, I want them to

ment not covered by insurance;

have nature to enjoy."
These "challenges" are not

because of the family's inability

so distant. The LEAF club faces

to pay.

challenges every time they plan

5,700 patients each year and the

"We should live in a sustain-

a need for education and aware-

This "tangible difference"

that attendees bring as many

The hospital serves over

The LEAFers are determined
to make a change because "there is

in order to ensure participation.

Fairfield University students

the smell of baked goods, animals

no child is ever denied treatment

The Fairfield students who

They make their events "easy, user

Yes, a tire.

LEAF member Arturo Jaras Watts.

St. Jude's Hospital is the only

difference," said Caldwell.

kills them...we found 2 dead birds,"

caps and a tire from Fairfield Beach.

"Even if 5 more people learn
how to recycle correctly, we made a

said Caldwell.

Jude's Up'Til Dawn Event this

IPOD touch, and Yankees tickets.

"Little plastic things are a problem, that's what animals ingest and

difficult.

involvement and awareness by

Event organizers request

dents on campus.

and their own lives can be very

"tangible difference locally,"said

the Oak Room.

hopes to inspire in even more stu-

plastic things on the beach.

kicked off Earth Week by picking up

to participate in the annual St.
week on April 7 from 6-11 p.m. in

are just as curious about the small

small vodka bottles, straws, bottle

They used this activity to kick
Fairfield students are invited

Caldwell.

an event.
"I'm happy with the turn-

costs over 1 million dollars to

out. .. it's hard to get them to

operate every day.

come out to do something for the
Earth,"especially on a weekend.
said Director of Marketing Gina

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Ryan Lee "11 and Olivia Stumpf'11 work with other volunteers to clean up the beach in Fairfield this past weekend.
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Swapping Social
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
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: Gender Bender Ball

Dance Group's Hip-Hop Workshop
and Women's Day.
Alliance's focus on campus is

If you've ever wanted the op-

to create a safe space for people

portunity to cross-dress without

"to be comfortable with who

being judged, Gender Bender is

they are, come out, and accept

the place to be on Friday night.
Hosted by Alliance (the

homosexuals in the community."
The group tries to balance having

LGBT group on campus) with

educational pieces and fun events

co-sponsors from Project Peg, the

for the LGBT community.

Women's Studies Department and

"With Gender Bender it is

other campus groups, the dance

more so an event about gender

is meant to raise awareness about

than it is about being gay," said

gender issues while providing a

Cody. "It raises awareness on the

fun, social environment.

fact that every day, in a way, peo-

Following the same format
as last year, Gender Bender will
be held at the Levee with drag

ple bend their gender... It's more
gray than it is black and white."
The co-sponsorship with

queen performances, music for

Project Peg strengthens the

.dancing, food and other activities.

promotion of gender awareness.

Said Alexander Cody'12, president

According to Project Peg member

of Alliance, "We're hoping to get

Alicia Bissonnette '12, this year's

more people involved and to have

theme for Women's Day is Gender

fun with it and make it a popular

Image and Perception.

event."

"Many of our questions focus

While it is not necessary to

Gabriella Tutino/The Mirror

Male students cross-dressed, donning dresses and wigs, as part of the fun at last year's Gender Bender.
worth celebrating."
will depend on student participation. Last year, the event attracted

around the idea of gender social

a decent crowd from the Ignatian

ance encourages it.
"With Gender Bender we

construct," she said. "It made
perfect sense to team up with

were kept entertained by the drag

Alliance and make a Women's Day

queens and the various costumes.

hope for people to be able to step

that turned into a Gender Bender

outside of their comfort zone and

night."

dress in drag for the event, Alli-

try to bend their gender," Cody

"It was fun dressing up and

Project Peg will be raising

blurred gender line,"said Melanie
Cannon '12, who attended last

who they are as a person and also

ing art and inviting students to

year's Gender Bender.

get an understanding of how the

make art during Women's Day;

event of the academic year, and

later the artwork will be brought

is going to be fun. People should
come out, if not to dress up, to

"We hope by the end of the
day, men and women will see

presence on campus, according to

each other as equal people who

Cody. It is also the closing event
of Represent-Yourself-Week, a
diversity week on campus hosting

each have something special to
bring to the table," Bissonnette
said."Our genders are different,
but they are both wonderful and

Teaching Truth About Islam
BY SARAH HASSAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Added Cody, "Gender Bender

to the Levee to be put on display.

allows the club to establish its

events such as Double Up

»off ice of s+udt»v
'
DiveMitM pR«5
tfctildtnte Life.

made me more aware of the

gender awareness issues by mak-

The dance is Alliance's main

IspoNsofiED M
I- fcUiance.

Residential College. Students

said. "Just be comfortable with

other half lives."

\X\C
ClijxnQin

The success of Gender Bender

Cool on Wednesday, April 13.

I

: FOOD!

come support Alliance to check it
out.. .to experience it."
Gender Bender will take place
this Friday, April 8th at 10 p.m. at
The Levee.
Illustration by Grace Neubauer/Contributed Photo

ASA Raises Money for Japan

Also, a session titled "5 Things
You Wish You Knew About Islam"

The Muslim Student Associa-

will be presented by speaker Ha-

tion will be holding a week-long

roon Moghul. Moghul is Executive

awareness event about Islam next

Director of The Madyan Institute, a

week.
Although Islam is the second
largest religion and has a billion
followers, little is known about this

project attempting to create a better understanding of Islam through
respect, harmony and tolerance.
Nargis Alizada, MSA president

major world religion. Often, the

and a junior at Fairfield University

general publics'knowledge about

worked alongside members and

Islam comes from the media and

other supporters to create this

there is usually little interaction

event, which has been in the plan-

with Muslims, leading to even more

ning process since Spring semester

unjust negativity and controversy.

last year.

The MSA was motivated to

"I hope everyone attends each

put this event together not only as

one of the events because they

■a way of standing up and showing

were all put together with our fel-

pride in their faith, but also to help

low Stags in mind,"said Alizada.-

Kevin Berrios/Contributed Photo

Members of ASA collected nearly $700 to donate to the Japanese Red Cross to benefit the victims in Japan.- DUL
oil \ ihqA no >)99w
BY LOAN LE

ASA wanted to help the dire

ence with an earthquskifthat

of March 28-30, the group set up a

occurred on Jan. 17,1995 in Kobe,
Japan. The 7.9 magnitude quake

The event is being co-spon-

more about this misunderstood

sored by other student clubs and

religion.
There will be different activi-

campus departments, including
The Office of Student Diversity,

recovery after a 9.0 magnitude

ties on each day, like a screening of

Fairfield United and the Religious

earthquake hit the northeastern

from those three days is $692.03

the 2009 documentary New Muslim

Studies Department.

regions of the country on March

and will be given to the Japanese

VINE DIRECTOR

Japan is on a fragile path to

donation table in the BCC.
The total of donations raised

had caused nearly 5,300 deaths.
"I was so sad to know that
day by day the situation is getting

11, and Fairfield University's Asian

Red Cross, according to KekoaTap-

worse," she went on to say about the

Student Association (ASA) is trying

arra'12, who coordinated the event

Tohoku earthquake.

with Marie-Alexis Valente '12.
Valente said,"Since we have

Megumi Inaka '13, who is also an

"to help the relief efforts by raising
money.
TheTohoku earthquake,

Fukanaga and her friend,

named for the region it impacted,

Japanese descent [in ASA], we

exchange student from Japan, are
planning another fundraiser event

also triggered a tsunami which

decided to start fundraising."

where proceeds will go to the Japan

wiped away hundreds of thousands

people who are Japanese and of

ASA member Yuka Fukanaga

Red Cross. For a future fundraiser,
ASA will organize an event with

damage for the Japanese not only

'11, who is an exchange student
from Sophia University in Tokyo and

in a physical sense but a psychologi-

is from Osaka, expressed her worry

they are also waiting to see what

cal one as well.

when the earthquake and tsunami

FUSA will do with its fundraising.

According to a report from the
National Police Agency of Japan, as

struck her home country."Of course,
I didn't expect it to happen," she

ing Hall is scheduled for Thursday,

of April 5, the death toll is at 12,157

said. "From my friends and family, I

April 7 from 5 -7:30 p.m., and

while the number of the injured is
2,876.

heard it was terrible. I was so wor-

students are encouraged to donate

ried about [them]."

with their StagCards.

of homes and caused collateral

Contributed Photo

Fukanaga recalJed<Hei>!eicp6rte

situation in Japan. During the days

the University community learn

IRHA during spring weekend, but

A Japanese dinner in BCC Din-
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Campus Crime Beat
Thursday, March 17
11:30 p.m.
A non-student in the area of 12 block
Townhouses was found by DPS
to be heavily intoxicated and
was hospitalized.
Friday, March 18th
2:11 a.m.
DPS apprehended
a non-student who was
caughtjumpingona
university employee's car.
The individual was escorted off campus and given a
warning for trespassing.

Wednesday, March 30th
2:32 a.m.
A fight was broken up after a student in the
area of the Townhouses was punched in
the face. Only minor injuries were sustained and the parties involved were
sent their separate ways.
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Sunday, April 3rd
2:21 a.m.
A student in Campion was returned by DPS to his room after being
found wandering the hallways in his
underwear.

4:11a.m.
An RA reported a Men's room
sink to be ripped from the wall.
Maintenance was called for repair.
Sunday, March 27th
9:56 a.m.
A student was issued a ticket for reckless driving
after speeding around construction vehicles and nearly
striking construction workers.

Mirror Meeting- 7 p.m.

Saturday, April 2nd
12:31 a.m.
Maintenance reported 2 holes to be
\e in a wall of the 3rd floor BCC Men's room.
A student reported a Macbook to be stolen from
their townhouse. If you have any information about this
incident please contact DPS.
11:00 a.m.
A yield sign on campus was found to be run over by
a car. Automobile debris were found in the area and the
vehicle, but not the driver, was identified.
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Enough is Enough: Taking Back the Night
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Wednesday, April 6th marks the annual
Take Back the Night walk, organized by Project Peg and supported by the Peace & Justice Dept. and the Diversity Office. Take Back
the Night is a candlelit vigil that celebrates
the survivors and promotes the awareness of
domestic violence and sexual assault. Similar
to last year, the walk is done all around campus and includes occasional stops along the
path where students perform pieces related
to the subject matter.
Take Back the Night (TBTN) is part of
a series of events that is happening during
Represent Yourself Week and as a precursor
to Women's Day on Friday.
"It is always important to remember
that sexual assault does not define a person,

Gabriella Tutino/The Mirror

Event Organizer Alicia Bissonnette'12.

but it becomes part of their history, and
does in a way, part of who they become,"
said Alicia Bissonnette '12, who has spearheaded the event with her Project Peg members. "So in that sense, Take Back the Night is
representing yourself and telling your story."
Take Back the Night originally started
in Philadelphia in 1975. The idea behind the
march is to empower women to combat
the fear they feel when walking alone in the
dark, a direct result of the crime and violence that occurs towards women, especially
at night.
The walk was brought to Fairfield by
Project Peg, a feminist group on campus
that educates the community about gender
issues through static and performance art. It
has become customized to fit Fairfield, with
pieces being generated by students who are
a part of Peg or friends of Peg.
"The actors all have connections to
Peg in some way, whether they be core
members, people who have acted in Peg
performances before or from groups Peg has
collaborated with," said Bissonnette.
The process of practicing for the
monologues was just as equally important
as the preparation of the event. According to
Bissonnette,.the walk needs to be as real as
possible for the performers as well.
"Take Back the Night is really important for Fairfield because there isn't enough
awareness in this area," she said. "Keeping
the stories student-written from Fairfield,
whether fictional reflection, real reflection
or first-hand account, is important to keep it
the voice of Fairfield."*
This year's TBTN starts at the BCC Info
Desk and ends at McGrath Commons, where
there will be food and a talkback facilitated
by Prof. Kris Sealy of the Philosophy Dept.

The walk will be making a stop
at the "Rape Trail" so as to "focus
on darker parts of campus as is
traditionally done in nationwide
Take Backs,"according to Bissonnette. Participants will hold and
light candles, which are symbols of
fighting against the darkness.
Bissonnette hopes that
students will come away from the
experience with more awareness.
"[Domestic violence and
sexual abuse] is a very personal
intimate subject that is very hard to
dissect for an individual," she said.
"The real change starts at home."

Gabriella Tutino/The Mirror
Specially-made T-shirts illustrate the slogan of Take Back the Night.

BEACHFRONT HOUSE
AVAILABLE
701A & 701B Fairfield Beach Road
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Cousteau at Open Visions

The Pro-Life Issue Across the Atlantic
BY MAGGIE ANDREW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fairfield has caught the Royal
fever.
With a new story emerging
every day about the upcoming
nuptials of Prince William and Kate
Middleton, last week's speaker
could be described as a "royal
flush." Not only does Lord Nicholas Windsor descend from royal
blood, but he also represents
the Catholic Church's position
through his controversial position
as a prominent British opponent
of abortion.
Lord Windsor addressed
those gathered at Alumni House
last Tuesday night to declare his
support for the "weakest and
most dependent" - the unborn.
He asserted that the legalization of abortion both in the
United States and in England has
only contributed to the bloodshed that he says is characteristic
of the 20th century.
He believes that our task "is
not only to ban and abolish [abortion], but to give to the unborn
their right to be born."
Lord Windsor is the rare member of the royal family to become
Catholic and publicly discuss the
pro-life viewpoint.
While the United States has
become polarized over this issue.
Lord Windsor admitted that his native country is fairly united in their
support and approval of abortion.
Windsor paralleled the highly

further declared that no Roman
Catholic, or no one married to a
Roman Catholic, could assume the
British throne.
In 2001, Lord Windsor became
the first blood member of the
British royal family to be received
into the Catholic Church since
King Charles II was received on his
deathbed in 1685. With this conversion, he was forced to renounce
any right to succession. His later
marriage to Paola Doimi de Lupis
Frankopan also marked the first
time a royal was married in a
Vatican Church.
While Lord Windsor's chosen
religion maintains a pro-life
standpoint, he does not believe
that abortion issue has any religious ties. He believes abortion
is a matter of consciousness, and
hopes that people will come to
accept abortion as a "barbaric"
wrong
Contributed Photo
One woman asked if there
Lord and Lady Windsor visited campus to was a Pro-Life March in England
speak about England's views on abortion. that compared to the one held in
Washington DC. While there is no
he or she challenged the legality of
formal demonstration, Lord Windabortion.
sor acknowledged that some small
groups are starting to organize
Lord Windsor's pro-life stance
sharply differs from that of his royal
to support the pro-life position, a
ancestors and prominent English
statement that was enthusiastically
predecessors. The great-grandson
received by the crowd.
of King George V, Lord Windsor was
Aileen Monahan '14 said that
raised Anglican, the official religion
"while many seemed impressed by
of the British royal family dating
the celebrity and status of Lord and
back to King Henry Vlll's historic
Lady Windsor, most of the audience
split from the Catholic Church in
was very vocal in their support of
1534.
his pro-life ideals."
The Act of Settlement in 1701
debated nature of politics in the
United States with the English
government's political actions that
suggest an unofficial endorsement
of abortion. American politicians,
as well as the primary political
parties, are distinguished by their
pro-life or pro-choice views.
However, Lord Windsor
contended that no politician
would receive the support of any
of England's three major parties if
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Even though they rarely
appeared in photos or in films,
Cousteau's mother and grandmother always accompanied their
husbands, and were behind the
cameras for many expeditions.
Cousteau said that perhaps
one of the most eye-opening
experiences for her was "picking
up pieces of people's lives"after
destruction of the tsunami in Chile
and her encounter with a woman
who had survived the natural
disaster.
Although her home and small
business sank to the bottom of the
bay, nearly taking her with them,
the 65-year-old Chilean woman
found refuge in her boat; the lone
possession she had left.
When Cousteau asked the

woman if she hated the ocean, for
it had taken away everything that
she owned, the Chilean woman
replied no. Instead, she said she
loved the sea more after the tsunami, because it had spared her
life; the most important possession she had.
On a lighter note, Cousteau
recounted several of her most
memorable experiences, including
an encounter with an anaconda
while diving, swimming with
whales and icebergs, and also witnessing a family of pumas in their
natural habitat.
Despite her adventures and
encounters with exotic wildlife,
Cousteau is the first to say that she
is certainly not fearless. "Anacondas are fine, but I don't like spiders," she said laughing, "[I have]
an irrational fear [of spiders]."

Peter Caty/The Mirror
An interactive forum session was held with Celine Cousteau following the Open Visions Lecture.

Study Abroad
Experiencing Cultures. Inspiring Lives.
Religion and Art
Florence, Italy

An Irish Experience
Galway, Ireland

Intermediate Spanish I & II
Managua, Nicaragua

An in-depth study of religion and the
art it inspired in Florence during
the Italian Renaissance.

An on-site experience of Ireland and'its
culture through an introduction to Irish
writers and literature.

Intensive Spanish language program
complemented with cultural excursions
and host-family living arrangement.

May 25-June 5,2011

May 20-June 4,2011

June 12 -July 9,2011

Summer 2011 in Florence
Option I: May 15 -June 4
Option II: June 5 -June 25
Option III: May 14-June 25
Option IV: June 25-July 16
Option V: July 16 -August 6
Option VI: June 2 -July 2
Summer 2011 in Syracuse. Sicilv
Session I: May 19-June 24
Session II: June 24-July 30

STUDY • TRAVEL • GROW

fairfield.edu/abroad tf
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Panel of Fairfield Alum 'Communicate' Versatility of Their Major
charisma as he introduced the panel of four
Fairfield University alumni.

BY ELIZABETH KOUBEK
OPINION EDITOR

"Sitting in your shoes as a senior, I had
With the recent economic status bearing heavily on the minds of future gradu-

no idea [that] a few months later I would be
back at high school," said Christopher Cip-

ates, Communications majors headed to the

riano '98, the Principal of Notre Dame High

Kelley Center Monday night to have their

School in Fairfield, Conn.

questions answered and their worries eased

Cipriano told the students about his

by a panel of Fairfield Alum the Comm.

journey from student to teacher and all the

Career Field.

duties which now lay before him as a princi-

"I expect it to be really informative and

pal. As principal, it quickly became clear to

give me a good idea of what to expect when

him that all the school problems eventually

I leave Fairfield,"said student Megan Vigliotti

end upon his desk.

'13 when she first arrived.

Unlike Cipriano, who has been in the

The event, sponsored by both the

same job since leaving Fairfield, both John

Career Planning Center & Department of

Courtmanche '88 and Laura McPadden '90

Communications, was widely received and

have had many experiences in multiple

eagerly anticipated among students from

careers.

every class.

Courtmanche, an Independent Com-

Dr. David Gudelunas, an assistant

munications Consultant, created his own

professor of Communications, started the

company named ShortSleeve Media, which

evening off with high energy and was full of

has led him to work for many different corporations like GE, Pfizer, FEMA, and Yale

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Four Fairfield alum visited campus on Monday night to discuss their careers in Communication.

University. McPadden, Vice-President
of Human Resources for NewsAmerica

them:"How did you use your Liberal Arts

Each panel member urged students to find

Marketing, began her career in a media

degree from Fairfield University?"

out their interests, take internships and go

firm, then worked for eight years at Cal-

one common theme: knowledge. The idea

her current job.

that Fairfield helps develop well-rounded in-

The final panel member was liter-

that help you find a great job later on.
"It was a great event because the
variety of panelists and careers," said Dr.

ally in the shoes of students attending

them not only to succeed, but to present

Margaret Wills, the Chair of the Communica-

themselves better throughout life.

tions Department.
Each of these Fairfield grads became

Brendan Monahan '10 graduated from
ago with a degree in Communications
and minor in Journalism.
"I always wanted to be a reporter,"
said Monahan, who now works as a rePeter Caty/The Mirror porter for WGGB-TV in Massachusetts.
After the panelists spoke, Dr.

panel event was well-attended by students.

dividuals with all types of knowledge helps

for experiences because those are the things

this event just a few short months ago.
Fairfield University just eleven months

Despite a few empty chairs in the front row, the

Embedded in each of their answers lay

dor Corporation before finally landing

Gudelunas posed the question to each

"Building that total package helps you
succeed,"Cipriano said.

successful in their particular careers with a

The event not only showed Fairfield
students the possibilities that lie ahead in
Communications, but in many other fields
as well.

diligent attitude and hard work, proving to
the future generations of Fairfield grads that
success can be obtained by them as well.
Maria Clinton '13 said, "I thought it was a

"A lot of my friends from Fairfield ended

very educational experience to actually hear

up in careers they never thought of and

people from the'Field give knowledgeable

didn't have degrees for," Courtmanche said.

advice."
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Dancing for 'Champions':
Fundraiser to Benefit Mentor Group
BY DAVID WEIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Mentoring Makes Champions for Life - you can help
'champion'a child to better grades, better confidence, more
strength in the face of adversity, and a successful, crime-free
adult life".
So reads the pamphlet for one of Fairfield's newer student organizations, the Champions Mentoring program.
This student-run organization, started by Christine Beggan '12 seeks to provide healthy mentor-mentee relationships
with young students in Bridgeport with either one or both of
their parents incarcerated.
Beggan has paired up with FUSA's Freshman Class Council to host the first-ever Dance-a-Thon to raise money for the

Contributed Photo

The Champions program works to mentor young children
with either one or both of their parents incarcerated.

Champions program.
The Dance-a-Thon will take place all night on April 9th
in the Oak Room. Students can register either as participants
or competitors; competitors are assigned a number, and then
must dance through the night to compete for a $300 gift card
to the bookstore.
The Champions Mentoring Program, a group based in
Bridgeport, seeks to pair young students between the ages
of 6 and 13 with a mentor. Mentors, who must be at least
18 years old and undergo a rigorous interview and screening process, meet with their mentee on a weekly basis for
between 45 and 90 minutes.
The Champions program emphasizes "one-on-one mentoring, decreased use of alcohol or drugs, a safe atmosphere
for youth to interact with their mentors, lessons in resolving
conflicts without violence, and increased self-esteem".
Through the weekly meetings, Champions seeks to foster
close mentor-mentee relationships that build trust and confidence between the young student and their mentor.
According to a 2011 study by the Northwestern School
of Law published in the Journal of Law and Criminology, there
"are more children with incarcerated parents than there are
people in prison". Another study highlights that children with
incarcerated parents are six times more likely to end up in
prison at some point in their life.
"Knowing that children usually follow in their parents'
footsteps made me want to mentor," says Beggan, a Marketing
major from Mansfield, MA. She started the Champions chapter at Fairfield, which has since grown to 13 current volunteers
and 6 more volunteers in the process of becoming mentors.
The partnership between the FUSA Freshman Class
Council and Champions began when FUSA had the idea to
hold a benefit Dance-a-Thon. Freshman Class Vice President
Arturo Jaras Watts, a Champions mentor, thought to hold
the event to raise money for Champions. Champions is currently partially funded by a three-year federal grant from the
Administration for Children and Families, a division of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services.
Champions is a joint program of Family ReEntry and The

Contributed Photo

A fundraising Dance-a-Thon will be held all night long on
April 9 in the Oak Room to benefit the Champions program.
Connecticut Mentoring Partnership. Mentors can be all ages
but college students are in particularly high demand.
Beggan highlights the fact that there is a large wait list
for children to receive mentors, and that more mentors are
needed every day. She hopes to increase the organization's
Fairfield chapter to over 20 students by next year.
Monica Mosho, a sophomore Champions Mentor,
believes that the Champions program "definitely allows the
children to open up to a responsible and dependable person
who they may otherwise not have in their life".
"Kids come running down the hall asking me to be their
mentor," says Beggan. "You can tell just by walking into the
school just how this matters."
If you want more information on how to apply to be a
Champions Mentor, please contact Christine Beggan or call
the program's Bridgeport office at (203) 382-1190.
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Campus Talk Highlights Issues of Global Food Security
BY MARY KATE MCCORMICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although the majority of recent world

who after the passing of their spouse have no
rights to the land, home or wealth that the
married couple shared, as it all belongs to the
husband.

news headlines broadcast political unrest in

Providing food becomes an everyday

Libya and the Middle East, the less visible is-

struggle. However, more powerful nations

sue of food security, especially in underdevel-

can help to provide the access to land, ir-

oped countries, is creating the same degree

rigation rights and protection from weather

of political and social turmoil according to

related crisis's that would spoil a crop. By

two faculty experts.

involving both the men and women of a rural

Food preparation for a family is tra-

community, food sources, although domi-

ditionally handled by women. However, it is

nated by women can become more accepted

persistently difficult for women living in these

and thus more sustainable.

countries to obtain the land, funds, resources
and community support to feed themselves

Rajan and Enyon, as well as members of
the international G20 summit, said that by

and their families. Dr. Gita Rajan of Fairfield

making land more available to women, allow-

University and Dr. Diane Enyon of the Univer-

ing couples to own the land in a joint agree-

sity of Pennsylvania discussed the issue with

ment and by uniting women and men alike in

a Fairfield audience last Wednesday.

agricultural communities, food security can

The talk linked national concerns of

happen.

global security with the more immediate
issue of the hungry women and children of

Although none of the Fairfield students
or teachers in the audience struggle for food

the developing world, bringing together

security or go hungry, students were abuzz

women's rights activists as well as advocates

with questions as to how to help following

for world politics.

the discussion. Nick Lauretti '12 said that

Global food security is attainable and

women struggling to feed their children and

people from going hungry in the coming

the talk moved him to action.

years, they said.

Rajan, a professor of English at Fairfield

3 Bedroom Furnished
Beach House For Rent

University, is also a Senior Research Fellow

patriarchal dominated developing nations

at the Center for Faith and Public Life and a

suffering from ongoing hunger. Females

Connecticut Council Member of Vital Voices

working in agriculture produce up to 30

Global Partnership. Additionally, Dr. Diane

percent less in annual crops than men living

Enyon serves as Director of the Partnership

in their area because of a woman's lack of

of Social Impact at the Wharton School of

access to land rights and proper equipment,

Business at Penn and is the Founder of WEEM

according to the speakers.

-Women, Equity and Equality Matter..

Rajan and Enyon recognized that in-

For more information or ways to help,

numerous obstacles often prevent women

students can contact Dr. Rajan through the

from attaining land, supplies and funds to
grown food to nourish themselves and their
children. These women are often widows.

English Deptartment.

2011-2012 School Year
Great House with Fantastic Parking

703 Fairfield Beach Road
Interested? Call 203-254-8419
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although he had never really thought about

could prevent between 100 and 150 million

The two speakers offered a solution for

Contributed Photo

Two women gathering crops in Gambia, West Africa for sustenance and survival.
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Inadequate Advertising,
not Apathetic Students
This week is full of awareness events - it's Represent
Yourself Week as well as Earth Week, and Women's Day
ison Friday. Yet, how much of the student body is even
aware of these events? Unfortunately, it is not only this
week's particular events that lack attention, but most
of Faii-field's events that don't get promoted well.This
makes for the unfortunate stereotype of student apathy
across campus. Students need outlets for activism and
participation but don't know where to go or how to get
involved.
The problem isn't that our campus lacks events, but
rather that our campus lacks adequate advertising to tell
the students about these events being held by a variety of
groups and organizations on campus. The limitations of
advertising as imposed by the Office of Student Activities
and the general Fairfield administration has a detrimental effect on the events held on campus.
Clubs or groups wishing to gain approval of their
event advertising materials are limited to only 6 paper
flyers or 1-2 big posters for promotion throughout the
entire BCC. Dispersed throughout all 4 floors of the
building, these 6-8 promotional materials don't create
nearly enough promotion for the events, therefore resulting in a problematic lack of student awareness. FUSA
and the University-organized events generally do a great
job advertising their programs; yet the overabundant
promotion that these events receive seems to insinuate an importance of them over other events that do not
produce or receive the same level of advertising.
This week made our student body's limitations on
advertising even more evident. Numerous events have
already been held in relation to Earth Week and Represent Yourself Week, but many students weren't aware of
them because they didn't see ads promoting events efficiently. This leaves us wondering, why wouldn't Fairfield
want us to know about all the events on campus?
Without the ability to answer that directly, there are
still some possible solutions that might help this problem. Students should be allowed to increase the amount
of flyers they use as advertising around the campus and
within the BCC specifically. J^ISO, each club should receive better funding from the University, creating a fairer
budget to allow for a larger Amount of funds for advertising usage.This could create, more equal awareness about
each club and its events. Also, bring back the Advertising
Club. Use it as a way to promote campus-wide events
from all the clubs, giving the Ad Club members more
experience and giving each club better event promotion. If larger clubs worked together to coordinate with
smaller clubs or co-sponsored events with them, they
could lend their funding, experience with advertising for
events, and recognition status among the student body
to help promote the smaller group's programming.There
is potential for major improvement, so it's time to step
up and promote these events before groups become too
frustrated by low attendance to even organize them.

THE MIRROR
welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, or
by email at opinion@fairfieldmirror.com

This upcoming Friday is Fail-field's annual Gender Bender Ball at the Levee sponsored by the Alliance Group on campus ,see Article on Page 3.
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

Why The USA Should Leave Libya Alone
BY MATT MASTRIANNI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The political unrest in Ubya has prompted
the US. to pursue military intervention in yet
another Middle Eastern state. President Barack
Obama took little time to exercise his presidential
power by ordering a US. lead strike against the
Khadafi regime. Some in Washington are skeptical of the president's decision to launch attacks
amidst a seemingly self-contained civil war
between long-time dictator Khadafi and those
who are attempting to overthrow him. Khadafi
has reigned over Ubya for over 40 years and
now, according to many, the rebels are fighting
a just cause against the forces of oppression and
corruption.
The US. and its swift decision to intervene in Libya begs the over-arching question:
What business does the US. (and other US.
allies like England, for that matter) have waging war halfway across the globe during a time
when the national deficit is rapidly expanding
and two wars are already dragging on in the
Middle East?
The justification that we are attempting
to "sow democracy" initially sounds genuine,
but when looked at closely, it is a paper-thin
statement. In an effort to spread our way all
over the world, we fail to stop and ask the self
reflective question: Do these people even
wa nt democracy? Why does it seem as if we

are attempting to bestow democracy upon
various nations who, for whatever reason,
may not be compatible with our "good, old"
version of government?
Furthermore, the assertion that our way
of government is the "best" and that it can be
successfully "imported" is somewhat naive.
This outlook has lead us astray in the two follies that are Iraq and Afghanistan; so I ask why
we seem to have continued this mantra into
the new administration. If President Obama

"if we are in fact the most
civil, fair and free, then
why doesn't our foreign
policy reflect this?"
supports "change," then he should begin by
changing the aggressive role that the US. has
assumed.
The United States has exercised its power
by navigating the planet in search of countries
that we believe could use some "Americanizing." With guns in hand and God as our
witness, we attempt to create peace through
violent means. If we are in fact the most civil,
fair and free, then why doesn't our foreign
policy, which is centered around constant foreign intervention, reflect this? Doesn't it seem

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE:
ONLINE REACTIONS FROM THE READERS TO
MARCH 16'S ARTICLE "THE KARIOS MYSTOUE" BY SEAN SAVAGE
Student says:

Joyce says:

"You are missing the point of Sean's article. It is

"If you have a negative view of Kairos, I apolo-

not about whether to go on Kairos or not, it is

gize, because it was in part created by the com-

about the people that come back from Kairos

munity. However, you must understand that if

who exclude people that have not gone and

I sat you down and told you exactly what went

have a sense of superiority. That is the issue to

on the retreat, the words alone would have

be addressed. Every activity isn't for everyone,

little to no meaning. And if you then chose to

some of us are happy and know ourselves with-

attend, the retreat itself would not be as power-

out having to go on Kairos."

ful. In short, Kairos isn't something I can tell

All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print
or on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length
and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal
attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 500 words.

inconsistent for the US. to push its agenda
by means of violence and force? By acting in
this way, are we in some way worse then the
very factions that we wish to rid the world of?
Who's to say?
Vietnam is a perfect example of what can
happen when a nation gets overly aggressive
in overseas politics. Our imperialistic nature
kicked in and prompted an all-out assault
against the communist north along side our
South Vietnamese allies. In the process, we lost
thousands of young troops and divided a nation that supported peace over violence. The
point is, as the United States assumes the role
of "world police," we are far more vulnerable
to attack.
The same can be said for our presence
in Afghanistan and Iraq.These two conflicts
are an example of an offensive militaristic
agenda that leads nowhere. President Obama
should use former President Bush's errors as
an example of what not to do as a representative of the United States. The allure of entering
another territory in the name of war offers
nothing but loss of American life and capital
that, frankly, we don't have to spend.
As we get involved in an increasing number of overseas conflicts, we must remember
to take into account the world's view and not
just our own. Although foreign intervention
may seem like the best way to help a nation in
peril, it could also have the opposite effect

you about, it is something that you have to
experience to understand."
See more reactions at Fairfieldmirror.com
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-Sophomoric-

See You Never, Beach

Liar, Liar, Pants on Fire
BY CELESTE TALLARICO

BY MARGOT DA CUNHA

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR

slowly fade out beach living will

for example, are proposing a shuttle

effect the decisions of Fairfield

service to the beach for those who

University applicants in the future.

are 21 and older.

There are several Jesuit institutions
Asa member of the Class of

"I feel as though the school can

that are roughly identical to Fairfield

meet us halfway because we are

2012,1 found it extremely hilarious

in terms of academics, religious val-

willing to put down a fee per semes-

hard to figure out what exactly is

when we were the first class not

ues, and social community- Loyola

ter for busing to the beach," stated

we caught someone in a lie we

romantic and what is just a straight

allowed to have cars as sophomores.

University Maryland, Fordham Uni-

Fitzpatrick. "I don't think the school

sang a song about lighting his or

Recently I found it even more hilari-

versity and Marquette University, to

owes the student body anything,

her pants on fire. As we got older,

up lie.
Trusting someone can take a

ous when I was informed that I had

name a few. What sets Fairfield apart

but I do feel as though if executed

that song turned into our anthem

lot out of a person, especially after

not been selected

n a good manner,

and we found ourselves wanting to

a few bad break ups and a couple

to live off campus

a StagBus running

be the person holding the match to

of messy, awkward limbos.

my senior year.

to the beach could

When we were younger and

be beneficial to

Growing up, we were told

In all serious-

we could trust someone based

ness, it's a little bit

students to prevent

socially acceptable? When did a

on whether or not they catch us

ridiculous that only

drinking and driv-

children's song become the sound-

when we fell backwards into their

15 percent of the

ing, to eliminate

track of our lives?
Lies and relationships tend to

arms. No one ever told us what to

junior class was

parking on campus,

do if the person we are supposed

selected to live off

and promote stu-

go hand in hand, though at times

to be trusting to catch us steps to

campus. Not to

dents at the beach

not all lies are spewed maliciously.

the left, leaving us on the ground

mention Fairfield's

coming to campus."

feeling like the biggest joke on

constant promises
(correction: false

that one of the main

backyard shed to finding out a year

campus.
So how do we know? How do

promises) that the

draws of Fairfield

later that you were being jerked

we know who is going to step to

new housing was

University is the

around for an entire semester, a lie

the left or who is going to be there

not created to elimi

is a lie.

with their arms ready to catch us?

nate or reduce the

the bottom of his or her pants.
When did lying become

However, from the small
lies about smoking in his friend's

When did lying become
okay? When did jerking someone

The answer is, we don't. Basi...calry; we have to be dropped a few

along for almost a year turn into

times before it will eventually click.

romance?

The only way to pick the good guys

Are we all delusional or are
we just victims to the need for
tortured romance? When are we

We all know

beach, and with
Illustration byTebben Lopez/The Mirror rumors swirling that
the Grape may even

number of students
allowed to live off campus.
Amanda Lepore '12 stated, "I
feel like our grade was deceived,

from these universities is the bright
future of beach living.
"I have been looking forward

be shut down next year, it's hard to
believe the series of unfortunate
events that have occurred to the

out from the bad ones is through

because Charlie Sousa lied to our

to living at the beach for the last

experience.

grade at the housing info session

three years of my career here at

when he told us that the same

Fairfield University,"said Kimberley

of living on the beach have been
crushed, but it is important to

Lying and deceitfulness are

Class of 2012.
For many of us, our dreams

going to wake up and realize that

both human flaws that are a lot

amount of seniors would be re-

Holiver '12. Unfortunately, Holiver

our tortured mess is not a modern-

more common than most people

leased as have been in past years."

is one of many Fairfield juniors who

remember we still have one more

day version of a Jane Austen novel?

think. Although, once we find out

Whenever Fairfield University

was not released from campus.

year of living in a world where it's

It is not our fault, though, that

Debates have been swirling

acceptable to drink more days of

that the person we thought we

is mentioned in a casual conversa-

we accept lying as this misguided

knew turns out to be exactly who

tion, the first question is often, "So

around regarding whether students

the week than not and where 9:30

idea of romance in today's world.

they always swore they were not...

you're living at the beach senior

will be released toward the end of

a.m. is considered early.

In a society where dating
does not exist anymore and a
sober hook up means that he must
be kind of interested in you, it is

not having them in our life any-

year?" Sadly, the majority of us are
forced to answer negatively to that
question.

the summer when the number of
incoming freshmen is finalized.
For now, some students have taken

a lucky person. Worst things could
happen, and I'm living with and

Lepore and several others

action to ensure a good senior year.

next to all of my friends next year."

more seems a little bit more okay
than it did the day before.

believe the university's choice to

"Partying,
Partying,
Yeah!"

Fitzpatrick stated it well: "I'm

Holiver and Caitlin Fitzpatrick '12,

Four Years Later...
ence at Fairfield, get involved! My
BY MATTHEW ENGEL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

housemate was the editor-in-chief
of the paper and worked strenuously for you guys on both weekdays and weekends to provide the

My biggest regret at Fairfield
University is not being active

BY KELLY PIERCE
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

paper for your reading pleasure.
My freshman year neighbor now

enough. So many of us just sit

organizes the concerts we all at-

around in our rooms either (a) on

tend for incredible experiences

the computer, namely Facebook '

Me? 1 joined a few clubs, did

"Oh my god, this is a joke!" was

(b) in front of the TV or (c) doing

community service and played

the first thing I said when my friend

all of these things with your cell
phone clinched in your hand

sports. But what I really wanted to

Illustration by Vin Ferrer/The Mirror

showed me "Friday" by Rebecca

do was play in the band and be on

Black on YouTube. A song about eat-

they're 19-year-old guys. Now that's

an accomplishment, because it will

texting, even though someone is

the rugby team. My procrastina-

ing cereal/picking where to sit in an

saying something!

be stuck in every hater's head.

sitting right next to you. Un-

tion got the best of me, and four

plug yourself and do something

years later I realized the importance of creating something for

oversized convertible with a 13-year-

Does a catchy tune make a

I wonder how all those original

old driving, and partgjpg outside

great artist? Maybe, but Rebecca

and talented artists struggling for

under a fake tree with a random guy

Black should not be given a lot of

fame feel when they're stomped

new! Now I'd like to look back on
my four years here at Fairfield.

rapping in a car, has got to be a joke.

credit. She did not even write the

on by a tween who gets immedi-

Hopefully you readers can take

I mean, the lyrics are literally, "Yes-

song. Instead, everything about

ate stardom after Mommy writes a

my words and use them to your

all means, have your share of fun.

terday was Thursday, today is Friday.

"Friday" was created by Ark Music

big, fat check. Luckily, this song is

benefit to make your college expe-

You have these four years of your

Tomorrow is Saturday, and Sunday

Factory, an independent record

losing people's interest, and it's on

rience more fun.

life to identify who you are. Col-

comes afterwards."

label created for discovering and

to the next Charlie Sheen scandal.

recruiting young singers. Patrice Wil-

But because of this one hit wonder,

step up and rise to the occasion,

you how to learn. Notjustinthe

is, it's still a sensation. Everyone and

son, the creator of Ark Music Factory

who's to say that more semi-tal-

my friends. If you get in a little

classroom, but in social experi-

their mother know about Rebecca

and the random rapper in "Friday,"

ented tweens aren't going to come

bit of trouble, so what? That's

ences too. Be proactive in initiat-

Black. The music video has over 70

wrote the song and provided the

out with songs called "Monday,"

what college is about - learning

ing an event you think people will

million views on YouTube, numer-

music and video for a fee of $2,000,

"Tuesday," or "Wednesday?" This

clever ways to get yourself out of

enjoy. Get to the sporting events

ous parodies and remixes, and a lot

which was paid for by Black's par-

is a turning point for the Internet

a predicament. Freshman year,

no one goes to; we're a Division

of opinions. Miley Cyrus is jealous,

ents. Ark Music Factory even refined

which proves that anyone can put

my friends and I in The Pit would

One school and have the lousiest

saying, "You shouldn't just be able

her voice for the song.

something online and become an

devise covert-operative missions

set of bleachers I've ever seen. Go

instant celebrity. A baby named

to sneak a case of beer in my guitar

out and party! Laugh away all the

case and casually walk right in.

No matter how stupid this song

to put a song on YouTube and go out

But Wilson claims that the point

on tour." But Lady Gaga thinks Black

of the song was not for people to

Charlie, a teen with a love for "World

is a "genius." So what do we think?

enjoy it. Rather, it was "to create

of Warcraft," and Harry Potter pup-

Clearly it's a cheesy song, but

When it comes to partying,

Public Safety- They are look-

myself.
So I leave you with this: by

lege is mainly a place that teaches

hilarious moments you had with
each other and embrace all the

something that was really simple

pets are all famous. I cannot wait to

ing out for us. But shouldn't they

awkwardness the next day. I think

it's also insanely addictive."Partying,

but something that sticks in people's

see what upload becomes famous

possess a level of respect that does

Freddie's Bohemian Rhapsody

Partying, Yeah!"is probably playing

heads; to have people say, 'I hate this

next week.

not treat us college students as if

best summarizes how we all feel

through half of Fairfield University

song, but I'm still singing it." So even

students' heads; now you probably

though she has received some back-

we're kindergartners? Punishment
does not resolve conflict; it only

and ask ourselves in college: "Is
this just real life? Is this just fan-

have it in your head, too. My neigh-

lash from YouTubers saying that they

damages the respect one has for

tasy? Caught in a landslide".

bors are actually singing the lyrics at

hope she cuts herself and has an eat-

the other.

the top of their lungs as I type.. .and

ing disorder. Black still sees "Friday" as

To ensure a great experi-
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Regis Is Done This Summer, Is Steve Bottari Next?

(1) Bottari talks with Bridgeport rock band The
Alternate Routes. Taken by Kristina Ravanis '11
(2) Shooting a segment for "Bursting the Bubble"
outside the New York Metroplitan Musuem of Art.
Contributed Photo {^Interviewing Byron Pitts from
"60 Minutes." Contributed by Fairfield University
Photographer Jean Santopatre
BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

Some people dream about being in the spotlight
and hosting their own shows, but sometimes it
seems impossible to accomplish that dream. One
of Fairfield's own has achieved his dream—multiple times, in
fact—and is now a finalist in a competition that could potentially allow him to host television in Connecticut for a year.
Steve Bottari, a senior majoring in Politics and Communication, is one of nine finalists in the MyTV9 Star competition run by MyTV9, an affiliate of MyNetworkTV which is a
television service based in Connecticut.
The winner will get to represent MyTV9 for one year as a
spokesperson at events, contests, and promotions.

*

THE BEGINNING
Bottari didn't always want to be on television. He initially hoped to become an attorney involved in politics. "Then,
a funny thing happened on the way to law school," Bottari
said. He soon discovered the Media Center which housed
the HAM Channel's studio, and he knew he was in the right
place the second week of his freshman year.
Bottari stated he owes Fairfield for its faculty and staff
who "are really focused on helping [students] turn goals into
reality." He said, "I can assure you that I would not be in this
Top 9 today were it not for the world-class communication
professors and talented Media Center staff that we're lucky
enough to have."
THE AUDITION PROCESS
Bottari came across MyTV9 by coincidence. His friend
Christina Hill' 11 had seen a commercial about the competition and told him about it.
During the time of the first audition, he was on his way
to Chicago. He stopped by the audition site expecting a short
wait, but he ended up waiting for hours. Bottari then got
in his audition and raced to Boston to catch his next flight.
Luckily, the flight was delayed for two hours.
Bottari said he was grateful that he had gotten a chance
to meet with the judges. The competition is a crucial step
for him as a journalist.
"For me, I love hosting. Jf you told me that I would have
to get up every day and go to work in television, I would thank
you. And I hope that everybody finds that thing in their own
life," Bottari said.
The 29 finalists were narrowed down to nine. To win,
they must compete in more challenges and go through other

audition processes. Once the winner is picked, they will all
gather at an undisclosed area to learn the results.
THE FUTURE?
Bottari hopes that journalism continues to focus on
the important issues. "I know when I am talking to people
about journalism, there seems to be a general consensus
most people have, which is that often times we get caught
up in stories and hyper focus on them when there is so
much going on," he said. He gave the example of Prince
William and his engagement to Kate Middleton.
"With two wars, trying to rebuild an economy and a
whole host of other important issues that affect our dayto-day lives, should all the major media really be focusing all these resources on'seeing William and Kate tie the
knot?" he asked".
Bottari also stressed the entertainment side of journalists and the personality that they take on. He said, "I
hope that my personality is fun and engaging, otherwise
my TV career is going to be pretty short-lived."
Dr. Margaret Wills, who is the chair of and an associate professor in the.Communications Department, knew
Bottari from her Capstone Research Methods class, and
she said of Bottari: "It's very clear that he doesn't just envision himself as a 'one day I'll be a professional.' He is
already a professional who takes his career seriously. He
is already doing the things that most students think about
doing 'one day.'"
Hill agrees with Wills and said, "With Steve, it's very
much what you see is what you get. When you watch him
on camera, Steve talks with the same ease and comfort he
has as if he were talking to a friend over lunch."
She also considers him "versatile," "incredibly techsawy" and effective at "engaging people beyond his onair segments."
Bottari hopes to pursue a career in television. He is
currently a host for the Bridgeport Sound Tigers at Webster Bank Arena. He also hosted at Canobie Lake Park, a
New England Amusement Park.
As for TV, Bottari serves as HAM channel's president.
He has also reported for 15 shows while covering topics
ranging from health care and the Georgia-Russia conflict
to Zac Efron and everything in between.
Bottari was recentiy awarded two major national
television awards for a documentary he produced. He
also has experience with ABC News's Nightline and Story
Worldwide, which is the world's leading post-advertising
agency.

The soon-to-be graduate has been admitted to the
Columbia School of Journalism, which he described as an
honor. He has yet to decide whether he will attend.
In the end, Bottari hopes to have a career which
makes him eager to start each morning, but also noted
that a career could take time to find.
"College is the perfect time for finding that; finding
out what it is that you truly love to do and that fulfills you
in an indescribable way," Bottari said. "Whether it be a
certain profession, being a parent or fly fishing--whatever
it is--just find that one thing, hold onto it for dear life and
never let go."
- The winner of the MyTV9 Star competition will be announced on April 22.

&?? "like" Steve Bottari

Facebook
facebook.com/theSteveBottari

The Finalists' Challenge:

Bottari is running against eight other
finalists. Their challenge? Get the most
likes on their Facebook page.

You can help Steve Bottari win by visiting
his page and clicking "like".
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BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

J Brand, 722 LOVE
STORY IN PURE, $178.

Contributed Photos

We turn our attention to the
runway to find the best looks for
this season. Some noteworthy
trends seen for Spring 2011 are
'70s fashion, preppy handbags.
'60s styled coatsf "flatforms,"
trench dresses and loose,
comfortable attire.

French Connection,
"Hazel" Pants, $128.00

Rebecca Minkoff, Colorblock Covet Satchel,
$395

Benelli Platform, Free
People, $160

American Apparrel, $72
J.Crew, $128

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
MOE'S
FAIRFIELD

2267 BLACK ROCK TPK.
(203)873-0776

CHECK OUR FACEBOOK PAGE FOR MOE INFO

BURRITOS, TACOS, QUESADILLAS, KIDS MEALS,
MOE».com|
SALADS, CATERING ft MUCH MORE!

FREE ENTREE MOE MONDAYS
BUY ONE ENTREE GET ONE FREE * EVERY MONDAY, ANY BURRITO,
One Coupon pei person, Noi v.iiiri wiih othei offers oi coupons, l bihbi Priced Item
Discounted Valid uniy M \I\M-, t Liiiticiii location Offet imi-. i/sii/i'iin

FOR ONLY $6.00
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+ Reviews: Movies

"Sucker Punch" Keeps
"Inception"/"Matrix"
Trend Going
BY ANDRES PESCHIERA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I must have been in seventh grade
when I first saw "The Matrix." I definitely remember where I watched
it, though: I lived in Tucker, Georgia, which
is just half an hour away from Atlanta. It was
late one Saturday night, and my older brothers and I watched it in the living room. Back
then, I either didn't understand or didn't care
about all the philosophical mumbo jumbo
presented in the movie. I mean, I got the basic gist of it, but I just thought the action was
awesome.
I remember I wanted everything to
be like "The Matrix." I would even fight my
younger brother a la "The Matrix." Now after
re-watching it, I can appreciate the philosophy, the story, and Keanu Reeves' God-awful
lines on a whole other level.
I didn't bother watching the sequels,
but I did openly love Christopher Nolan's
film "Inception." I was such an ardent fan of
it that when hecklers kept on calling it a "The
Matrix" rip-off, I would become adamant and
defend it to the death.
Sort of.
I would actually just think, "They're
completely different!" I maintain this belief,
but I have calmed down enough to at least acknowledge certain similarities.

It's because of my acknowledgment of
those similarities that I was highly anticipating Zack Snyder's latest action flick, "Sucker
Punch." Well, that, and the fact that I saw a
trailer of the movie with the Silversun Pickups' song "Panic Switch" in it and thought it
looked sick (who isn't biased anymore?)
I went on Friday night to a theater in Auburn, Mass., and I was a little disheartened
before the movie even started. Normally new
movies fill up, especially on Friday night during some schools' spring break period. This
was not the case with "Sucker Punch." There
were maybe fifty people spread out through
the auditorium. I also looked at the critical reception of the movie on Wikipedia and found
that it was "mainly negative." It didn't help
that in the middle of the movie, my younger
brother started laughing at what he said was
"the most ridiculous movie ever."
I admit, "Sucker Punch" was not the
greatest movie ever. Not by a long shot. I will
even admit that it isn't Zack Snyder's best
film; that award is held by "300," followed
very, very closely by "Watchmen" and then
the "Dawn of the Dead" remake. "Sucker
Punch" is next; it is not a good movie, but it
also is not a bad one. In fact, it has merit.
The general storyline follows a girl who

Contributed Photo

The beautiful, armed and deadly cast of the new movie Sucker Punch.
winds up in an insane asylum in Vermont and is
scheduled to be lobotomized by the end of the
week. One of the doctors uses a different way of
treating the girls which simultaneously runs a
show with the inmates: music and dance.
For some reason, the protagonist is able to
place anyone watching her dance into a dazed
state, and she enters another dimension where
she has incredible fighting skills. She learns
from a friend during one of these dances that
she can escape the asylum if she collects five
items. She teams up with a few other inmates,
and they go through multiple dance sequences
and manage to obtain the items necessary.
Yet one item is missing, and it is the
most valuable one of all: an unnamed item
which would require a sacrifice from the
protagonist.

The imagery and visuals presented in the
movie are classic Snyder motifs: slow motion
action sequences, lots and lots of violence,
and a plot that doesn't seem feasible but
somehow still works. It really does feel like
watching a video game. Most of the time,
watching video games isn't fun because they
are meant to be played, but "Sucker Punch" is
a rare instance where I would rather take the
backseat and enjoy the ride.
"Sucker Punch" is out now in theaters
everywhere. Directed by Zack Snyder. Starring Emily Browning, Abbie Cornish, Jena
Malone, Vanessa Hudgens, Jamie Chung,
Oscar Isaac, Carla Gugino, Jon Hamm, and
Scott Glenn.

Higher Knowledge. Hire Potential.
Discover a rich tradition of academic excellence
and personal achievement at Saint Joseph's University,
a leader in advanced education:
41+ master's degrees and certificate programs
Education, Health Services, Criminal Justice and
Public Safety, Organization Development and
Leadership, Writing Studies, the Sciences, and more

Flexible full- or part-time scheduling
On-campus, off-campus and online

Virtual Open House - MA m Health Care Ethics
On-Campus Open House - June
OJ

mOpenK
i&460-313t
visit www^sju.odu higherknowleciije

SAINT JOSEPH'S UNIVERSITY
Graduate Studies
College of Arts and Sciences
Spirit | Intellect \ Purpose
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Radiohead's The King of Limbs

April CD Releases

The Vine

+ Reviews: Music
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA

BY ANDRES PESCHIERA

VINE EDITOR

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When one listens to a Radiohead album, one
needs to listen to it over
and over again to fully appreciate it: first
by enjoying it for what it is, then by analyzing the songs individually, and then
by analyzing the album in its entirety.
What I really like about "Bloom"
is that it really sets up for what the rest
of the album is going to be like. We can
definitely tell that there are some similarities to other Radiohead albums, but
at the same time we can clearly hear the
differences.
I feel that a good selling point for
any song or two, or sometimes an album,
is transition. The King of Limbs is chockfull of them, but a perfect example is the
transition between "Bloom" and "Morning Mr Magpie" Effortless is too cumbersome a word to describe it.
Almost every song needs some part
for people to sing along to. That part is
almost unanimously given to the chorus.
"Little by Little" has a chorus people can
sing along to. It isn't a bad song, yet this
song didn't catch my attention nearly as
much as the previous tracks did.
Something really cool happens between "Little by Little" and "Feral": after
"Little by Little" there is a short pause,
and then it jumps right into "Feral" with
a complex beat with little to no startup
or transition. It works great here. The
beat continues throughout "Feral" and it
caught and held my attention away.

"Lotus Flower" the sole single off of
The King ofLimbs, comes next. I can see
why this was chosen as a single, despite
my preference of "Bloom." Yet, both "Lotus Flower" and "Bloom" tell us the same
thing in a different way, which is hard
to do in any medium, music including.
They tell us, "This is what the album is
going to be like, so get ready." In a way,
"Bloom" tells us this in the start, and
"Lotus Flower" is like a midway reminder of the message.
I must give props to Radiohead for
the great way they started "Codex." Having Yorke start to sing and then immediately cut him off leaves us wanting more
and it eventually gives it to us in a nothaunting-but-still-kind-of-creepy piano
driven ballad.
"Give Up the Ghost" keeps the
creepiness of "Codex" by having everyone in Radiohead sans Thorn Yorke
chant repeatedly, "Don't hurt me."
Where "Codex" was all about the piano, "Give Up the Ghost" is all about
the acoustic guitar. It makes this song
sound like Radiohead is at the edge of
not sounding like Radiohead, which is
super risky and tricky, but, God, does it
work fantastically.
Last but certainly not least is the
closing song "Separator." Sadly, this
album doesn't close nearly as well as it
opens. "Separator" has the same problem "Little by Little" had: it's an alright
song, but it doesn't do too much to

Mya
K.I.S.S.
4/6

make it stand out. The best part of the
song is the contrast of the ever present
beat and the high plucking guitar strings
that perfectly match Yorke who also goes
higher in pitch, and that doesn't happen
until the song is halfway done.
I have to admit, though, that I really
do enjoy the album: It isn't Radiohead's
best, but it certainly isn't Radiohead's
worst; it stands out in its own quality. Besides, the excitement I had when I heard
about this album's release just makes
it all the more worthwhile. Believe me
when I tell you that this album didn't
hurt Radiohead at all, it didn't hurt their
fan base, and it certainly didn't hurt me.
The King of Limbs by Radiohead is
out now digitally and physically online
and in stores everywhere, respectively,
and is produced by Nigel Godrich.

Make the most of your
college years-tor less.

Surprised too? The hip
hop and R & B singer
returns after three years
and promises to deliver
with this album abbreviated for Keep It Sexy &
Simple.

Foo Fighters
Wasting Light
A/12
Fans await the alternative rock band's seventh album, whose single "Rope" is making a
place for itself on top
music charts

Explosions
In The Sky
Take Care, Take
Care, Take Care
4/26
The album from the
Texas post-rock band
is rising to join other
mainstream artists
Contributed Photo

Contributed Photos

Chris Brown and
EA.M.E.
BY ARIEL MORRIAR
ASSISTANT VINE EDITOR

College Students
Get 20% OFF all full-price EMS® brand items
and 15% OFF all full-price national brand items.
Must show valid college ID. Exclusions may apply; visit store for details.

Fairfield
Turnpike Shopping Center
203-334-7006

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Chris Brown recently released
his fourth album, F.A.M.E.,
which stands for "Fans Are
My Everything." The album is a tribute
to all of Brown's dedicated fans that have
shown unwavering support throughout
his past three difficult years.
He was on top with a budding acting
career, a high-profile relationship with
singer Rihanna and he was also recognized as an accomplished writer. Brown
was arguably the best in the entertainment industry, dominating in a lane of his
own. However, all of his talent was overshadowed with controversy ■ concerning
an alleged domestic assault on Rihanna
that nearly destroyed Brown's career.
After counseling, community service
and hard work, Brown came back strong,
taking back his place in the spotlight.
F.A.M.E. is nothing like his last album
Graffiti. This album is a bit more technoish, but he still incorporates his typical
R&B flavor. Fans are also introduced to
Brown's rapping, which is no comparison
to his singing; however, it is decent.
He blends a variety of music genres
and beats to create hit songs to slow jams.
F.A.M.E. doesn't just sound good, but the
lyrics in some of the songs are amazing
and annoyingly catchy. Despite the immense usage of auto tune, F.A.M.E. is an
excellent album that mirrors every aspect
of Brown.
Prior to his album release date, he

dominated the radio with "Dueces, No
BS," "Look At Me Now" and "Yeah 3x."
Some of the artists featured on F.A.M.E.
include Lil Wayne, Bruno Mars, Ludacris,
Justin Bieber arid Wiz Khalifa.
Although many people are opposed
to Brown's redemption, his talent is undeniable. It appears that the fans are
beginning to adopt an attitude of forgiveness, and are learning *Q^£Rg]$£
the artist from their artwork. If that's iioi
enough evidence of Brown's success, he
has already sold over 273,000 albums in
the first week of the album's release and
claimed the #1 spot on Billboard 200. Artists, like Brown, are no longer expected
to be role models but supply us with only
the best entertainment.

Contributed Photo
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YouTube: Your Sole Stop for Comedy and Procrastination
Tired of looking through your Facebook newsfeed but still need to procrastinate writing that 10-page paper? Here are some entertaining
YouTube videos and channels that will leave you wondering where those last three hours went.
BY KELSEY GUERIN
ASSISTANT VINE EDITOR

"Harvard Sailing Team - Boys
Will Be Girls" by HSTSketchComedy: The Harvard Sailing
Team has produced numerous comedic videos, but few
rival the hilarity of their "Boys
Will Be Girls" series. In these
videos, a group of young men
and women swap traditional
gender roles and satirize
them to the extreme.

Harvard Salting Team - Boys Will Be Girls

How to trick people Into thinking you're good looking

HSTSk.tchComWy 39 vMsos V]

JcnnaMarttlas 34 videos

SuMcffl* j

m m *»" s> <*

"Emerson - Mommy's Nose
is Scary!" by mandkyeo: An
adorable child is torn between horror and delight
when his mother blows her
nose. YouTube videos featuring young children doing
hilarious things is always a
crowd pleaser (see: "Charlie
Bit Me!"). It's also a far more
wholesome way to spend
your time than watching
most of these other videos.

Emerson - Mommy's Nose Is Scary! (Original)

The Ultimate Lax Bro

mandkyeo 1 vJdao |w] ; &ib*afl» ;

•CC72M7 IvXteOiS:

"How to trick people into
thinking you're good looking" by JennaMarbles: In
this satirical video, Jenna
informs her "ugly" viewers how they can make
themselves more attractive, all While Rick Asdey's
"Never Gonna Give You
Up" plays in the background. Sorry, guys, this
video focuses on the girls.
As Jenna says, "You're just
gonna have to find a girl
that thinks you're funny."

"The Ultimate Lax Bro"
by acc72987: The tide is
self-explanatory, and
the video leaves the
viewer wondering if
such a quintessential
lax bro could really exist in real life. But then
again, is there such a
thing as a 'perfect' lax
bro? Let's hope not.

ii 4

(As a warning, these videos are not for the easily offended.
Foul language, satire and immaturity abound.)

Screenshots from YouTube
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Health Tips for Spring
BY ARIEL MORRIAR
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+ Satire: Barone on the
Cutting Edge of Technology

ASSISTANT VINE EDITOR

Although it still feels like winter, spring has
finally begun! After a long season of partying,
comfort food and not working out as often as
one should, you're probably happy with this
delay of hot weather. No worries; I have some
minor tips that can develop major results. With
these small actions, you'll be ready for summer
in no time!
Tip 1: Drink a lot of water.

BY PAT MCGEE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everyone wants to
bash Barone and the
dubious claim that
the food served there is indeed of
suitable quality for human consumption. However, what gets
lost in the entire rabble is what
Barone actually does right.
Our simple and underrated
cafeteria is actually quke technologically advanced. For instance,
have you ever noticed the cereal
dispensers? You have probably
used them at least once, unless
you are one of those cereal-hating trolls who lurks under highway overpasses, clinging to the hope that a billy goat will attempt to cross so you can make a quick buck.
. The circular, gear-like devices, which allow us to access some of our favorite cereals, are actually at the pinnacle of cereal dispensing technology. Not only do they
fill our bowls with delicious breakfast food, but they also grind it up.
In ideal conditions, these machines will reduce cereal to a fine, silt-like substance. By grinding up large pieces of cereal into powder, these machines reduce the
risk of choking, conserve energy normally spent chewing, and render spoons obsolete.
Additionally, they eliminated one of the greatest enemies of cereal eaters worldwide: sogginess. Microscopic cereal particles are not large enough to absorb milk
and become soft and mushy, so you can enjoy your cereal's crunch no matter how
long ago you fill the bowl with milk. The mad dash back to the table in order to finish
off the cereal before it becomes stomach-churning slop is now part of the past.
So, the next time you're in Barone, instead of lamenting over the rock-hard hamburgers, the mind-bending discrepancy between food descriptions and taste, or the
rumored use of laxatives, be sure to stop by the cereal section and take time to appreciate what they do right.

Before you eat, drink one or two glasses of water. By doing
so you become less hungry and hold off on eating. Also, drinking plenty of water clears out the toxins in your body. It raises
your metabolism, increasing your daily digestion. It also is a
maj or source of energy that will give you the boost you need to
exercise effectively.

Tip 2: Watch What You Eat.
Take a break from fatty foods. For example, cut out fried
foods, soda, alcohol and all those guilty pleasures that are
loaded with sugar. Also, eat less but more frequently. Eating
four to five small meals throughout the day keeps your metabolism going. Replace your usual meals with healthier selections such as fruits, vegetable and grilled/steamed or baked
meat.
Get rid of late night snacks. Avoid eating after 7 or 8 at
night. If you're dying of hunger after dinner, eat something
that is low in calories. Avoid food with high sugar and caffeine,
because these foods are difficult to digest and may interrupt
sleep.

Tip 3: Exercise.
Whether in the gym or outside, incorporate some form of
cardio into your workouts about three to five times a week. For
example, 20 minutes on the treadmill or walking around the
track are excellent ideas. Also, exercises, such as lunges and
squats, can tone the legs and lower abs. If you're bored with
your usual workout, spice things up with fun exercises like bike
riding, yoga or swimming.

Disclaimer: This piece is for entertainment purposes only.

Contributed Photos

GRADUATE
STUDIES
OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY, APRIL 12 • 3'-7 PM
ADANTI STUDENT CENTER
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

• Meet with graduate faculty from more than
40 areas of study, including many programs
that may lead to Connecticut teacher
certification
• Find out about financial aid and
graduate assistantships
• Get details on career services and
living on campus

m
sc

Southern Connecticut
State University

SCHOOL OF
su GRADUATE
STUDIES

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

• History

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE

MASTER'S PROGRAMS

• Mathematics
• Political Science
• Psychology
• Science Education
• Sociology
• Urban Studies
• Women's Studies

• Women's Studies
MASTER'S PROGRAM

SIXTH YEAR PROFESSIONAL
DIPLOMA

• Ed.D. Educational Leadership

• Art Education
• Bilingual/Multicultural
Education/TESOL
• Biology
Jg-,^
g*^
• Chemistry
;|u
• Computer Science
• Creative Writing
• English
• Environmental Education

• Science Education

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
• Business Administration
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
DOCTORAL PROGRAM
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

• Counseling

• Elementary Education
• Exercise Science
• Information & Library Science
• Reading
• Research, Statistics & Measurement
• School Health Education
• School Psychology
• Special Education

• Educational Leadership
• Information & Library Science
• Reading
• School Psychology
• Special Education

SIXTH YEAR PROFESSIONAL
DIPLOMA

MASTER'S PROGRAMS-

• Classroom Teacher Specialist
• Counseling

SCHOOL OF HEALTH &
HUMAN SERVICES

. Public Health
• Recreation and Leisure Studies
• Social Work
POST-MASTER'S GRADUATE
CERTIFICATES

. Clinical Nurse Leader
• Family Nurse Practitioner
• Nurse Educator

• Communication Disorders
• Nursing

To register for the open house, call 203-392-5240 or visit www.SouthernCT.edu/grad
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THURS
7PM BCC

SATO
Sat. 9PM-2AM
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$5 to dance
$8 to compete
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SO MUCH HAPPENED BEFORE DOROTHY DROPPED IN.

Come hear about
the school's budget

Monday
April 11th
3PM
BCC 200
ruetrated at things
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us? Let Senate know
L kyourfusasenamqmaW.com
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Send your thoughts to
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Editor Dan Leitao»info@fairfieldmirror.com

His iPhone / Her BlackBerry
Parting Words Of Wisdom From Yours Truly
Dan Leitao

Today I get to say goodbye to the
iPhone and BlackBerry column, which
has had about seven different names
this year. It is sad to say I won't be
able to take any more shots at BlackBerry Girl and argue about who read
whose story first. We are supposed
to offer you all the advice we can in
this last issue on everything we have
learned at our time at Fairfield.
All I really know is that college is nothing like the ridiculous tours you go on when you
are first looking at schools and
too many people try to make it
like the movies they have seen.
A wise man once said, any
college besides a military
school is just an excuse
for a huge four-year
sleepover. Never could
truer words be said.
Everybody is so busy
trying to make these
four years the best
years of their lives,
which is somehow
a perfect excuse for
immaturity. Alcohol
companies should
really thank whoever came up with the
phrase, "The Best Four
Years Of Your Life"
This column often suggests
how to take advantage of "The Best
Four Years Of Your Life,"and in the
past that has gotten this column
in trouble. At the end of the day it
is not about being Joe College but
finding a way to get the most out of
every aspect of college, something I
have yet to master. The worst feeling
though, is looking back and realizing
that for all those stories you have,
there is something you missed. Any
senior (or socially a senior & academically a junior) will tell you if you have
the chance to do anything, do it.
Otherwise you are left trying to do
everything you wanted in the last few
weeks of school during your senior
year. But enough with the sentimental rant I added to fill space...
The Core, as much as Fairfield
wants us to say that it is more of a
blessing than a curse, is NOT helpful.
It brings down most peoples GPA's
and if you are a junior or senior there
are certain teachers in certain Core
requirements that hold it against

Alexandria Hein
you for taking their class at the last
moment. I don't want to name names
but, freshmen, take your religions
and your philosophy classes next year
before it is to late.
Something I have learned from
reading every story about love that
comes to The Mirror is that girls can't
seem to understand why guys don't
want a relationship. The answer is not
rocket science: if a guy can go out on
a Friday night and find satisfaction,
why would he ever enter a relationship? I realize that the benefits of a relationship might seem clear to some,
but the old saying stands true-why
buy a cow when you can get the milk
for free?
So for those girls who want a relationship in college, it's going to be an
uphill battle. Until you can get every
girl to stop giving it away for free,
those articles written by a freshman
girl every year will continue to come
to The Mirror.
Public Safety: They are not as
bad as you think. I have spent entire
nights riding around with public safety officers for stories for
The Mirror, from overzealous to
nonchalant ones, and at the end
of the day they really just want •
everyone to be safe. I know you
have a story about when
they did something horrific, but usually you are
drunk and if you were
sober you would have
reacted completely differently.
BlackBerry girl
does such a good job
at ripping the administration that I really
don't want to steal
her thunder; I just
have to agree with
her that Liberal Arts
really means liberal
re-education. I give her
props for sitting in class after class
and hearing Fox News get bashed by
lobbyists... I mean Professors... and
then go to her internship two times a
week and accept a job at Fox.
Well, it has been a great year. I
hope you have all enjoyed the banter
between BlackBerry girl and me. I
really don't know what else there is to
complain about Fairfield because, the
truth is, I love this school as much as
it constantly drives me crazy. I hope
you guys enjoy the new writers of
iPhone and BlackBerry.P.S. BlackBerry Girl, the only reason I still wear a hat four years later
is because I have a lot less hair than
when you first thought it was a cute
look.
P.S.S. If you are one of those
people who does not take your stuff
off your table in Barone and leaves it
there instead, there is a special place
in hell for you.
Sent from my iPhone

Well Ladies and Gents, here it
comes, my senior send-off that is being done completely last minute on
the train ride home after I hit happy
hour because honestly, well, I forgot
and I'm a senior so I feel obligated to
do nothing but be with my friends
these days. But to be honest
with you, I wouldn't have it
any other way.
I learned some
valuable lessons this
year that I would
like to go over with
you here, like to take
the batteries out of
the overly sensitive smoke
alarm so
that when
you're
cooking
breakfast at
6 a.m.
in the
race
to get to your internship on time, you
aren't making your housemates get
up to chat with you about fire safety.
The d-bags from your Coremandated English class freshman year
will still be the d-bags in your Coremandated Philosophy class second
semester senior year.
The guy with the Boston Red
Sox hat who was kind of cute during
orientation, isn't very cute during the
Senior survey wearing that same hat.
Men's Rugby and Hockey are both
more fun to go to and more legitimate than over half of the "Varsity Division 1 Programs"at Fairfield University. Liberal Arts education is short for
one thing: Liberal Politics.
The more the Administration dismisses accusations of trying to demolish life at the beach, the more they are
actually moving towards it. The more
the Administration denies anything,
the more they are probably lying.
Choosing a small campus does
not mean getting to know the Dean
of Students, having a seat in class,
having professors that can keep track
of term papers, having professors
who care to learn your name or even
meeting the President once before
your graduation.
It's never too late to get back
together with your freshmen sweet-

heart (aww, A.N.). When the school
screws you over for the housing lottery, they'll probably strip you of your
parking as well.
You may suddenly find yourself
as a second semester senior about
to make major life decisions without
your most trusted faculty member
because... (Yes, still upset)
Nobody really cares about your
cumulative GPA anymore, it's all about
your specialties (thanks for making
me suffer through two philosophies
and maths and question my intellectual capacity in areas that literally will
never impact my life again.)
Being told that I can't pick up my
graduation tickets unless I complete
a survey is every bit as lucrative as it
sounds.
Studying abroad is as wonderful
as everyone says it is, and the. more
you suffer through their'Yemember
whens,"the more they'll appreciate
you for it.
Living at the beach with my best
friends is an experience I wouldn't
trade for the world, and yes, I may
have suffered through endless .
class hours of professors slamming the network that I worked
my ass off to get an internship
with, I may have been exhausted
by the Core, I may not know
one administrator by
name, gotten one
too many parking tickets
(but
fooled
one too
many
officers with old
tickets on the windshield),
gotten screwed over during the housing lottery, hated every minute of FYE,
never gone on Kairos, and just about
had it with the Democratic Party- er,
I mean Fairfield U. faculty, due to one
too many Liberal Arts classes, but I'd
do it all over again if it meant I'd get
to spend more time with my best
friends.
They mean the world to me and
we suffered through all of the above
together. Shoot, in the end I guess I
have to thank Fairfield for somethin'
after all. It was a hell of a ride, and yet
you never did catch me did you (do
I get special tassels for never getting
written up?) Ciao Stags. I love ya,
especially The Crack House.
P.S. best of luck to iPhone boy as
he begins "Senior" year at Fairfield
next year. What was that you were
swearing about? Something along
the lines of "No way in hell will I be
a part of The Mirror next year," right?
Well, I mean hey, we all make mistakes, the key is to learn from them
my friend.
Sent from my Verizon Wireless
BlackBerry
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THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIE

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- Men's Tennis vs. Marist 3 p.m
Thursday- Women's Tennis vs. Marist 3 p.m
Softball vs. Quinnipiac 3:30 p.m
Friday - Women's Lacrosse vs. Niagara 3 p.m
Saturday - Men's Tennis vs. Niagara 10 a.m
Baseball vs. Niagara 12 p.m (Double Header)
Sunday - Softball Vs. University of Hartford 1 p.m(DH)
Baseball vs Niagara 12 p.m
Monday - Women's Golf vs .University of Hartford in
West Hartford, CT all day.
Tuesday - Men's Lax at Hartford 4 p.m

Men's Baseball - On April 5th, history was
made in a 9-3 victory over Army. Stags senior second basemen Tucker Nathan s became the program's all-time hits leader. After
his third double of the afternoon, Nathans
reached 229 career hits, surpassing Ryan
Blitner's mark of 228 set in 2002.
Softball - On April 3rd, the Stags swept a
doubleheader on the road against the University of Rhode Island. In the first game, senior Kristina Lingo blasted a 2-run home run
for the Stags, who defeated the Rams 5-2. In
the second game, freshman Rae Ball tossed a
complete game one hit shutout in a 3-0 win.

BY THE NUMBERS

Men's Tennis -The Stags improved to
8-7 overall with a 5-2 victory at home over
rival Sacred Heart. Dan Sauter, Dennis
Zlobinsky,Erik Kremheller and Reece Breault
all picked up single's wins for the Stags!

11

New Sports Blog

228

Syndey Johnson is For four straight weeks,
a member of the
the 12th all time.
Fairfield
Women's
head coach in
lacrosse team was
Fairfield
named
MAAC rookie
University
of the week.
basketball history.

Women's Tennis - On April 2nd, the Stags
made the most out of their trip to Baltimore,
sweeping conference foe Loyola (MD) 5-0.
The victory improved the Stags' record to an
even 7-7 overall, and a perfect 3-0 in MAAC
piay-

"We would love to thank our friends and family for
coming out to make what was one of the loudest and
most supportive crowds I have ever seen at any rugby
game. You guys really helped us out. Our team thanks
you all and we hope to see everyone back for future
games."
-said junior Men's Rugby player Christian Ford after
their win against Sacred Heart.

' ""

line only coverage at sports.fairfleldmirror.com
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Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise
md Jack Meagher.

Initial thoughts on
MLB's Opening Week?

Dennis Rodman selected
to Hall of Fame.
Surprised?

NHL regular season
winding down. Pre-playoff predictions?

Thoughts on Sydney
Johnson hired as new
mens basketball coach?

UCONN won the NCAA
Basketball Tournament.
You know it all along?

LETS

"The Worm" was one of
the best defenders and
rebounding big men of all
time. Warranted, despite
his tittered off the court
henanigans.

Not the biggest hockey
fan, but I'll take San Jose
over Pittsburgh. Hopefully they are both in the
playoffs this year,„hup.

Sydney Johnson was the
best possible scenario for
Fairfield after Cooley left.
Proven winner, young,
great upside.

Weak year for college
basketball, with one of the
weakest games I have ever
seen at any level to cap it
off. Weird.

GO

His style off the court
should make him a shoein regardless of his play.

The Devils are red hot.
I think?

The right man for
the job.

After the rest of the games
came down to the wire, I
was a little disappointed
with the final minutes..
UConn deserved it.

TOM FITZPATRICK
SPORTS COLUMNIST

TOMMY POLISE
LAX GOALIE
BLOOPER'

METS!
JACK MEAGHER
SUNOAY NIGHT
CONTRIBUTOR

The number of
hits that senior
second basemen
Tucker Nathans has
recorded in a Stags
uniform, a new
school record.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with on-

Because they like to
talk... Sports.

Page 23

Not at all. He was a
rebounding machine.

Optimistically: King Henrik leads the Rangers to
a Cup. Realistically: King
Henrik leads the Rangers
to a first round exit.

Great hire, Fairfield's in
great shape for the coming
years.

No one could stop Kemba.
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Adams Returns, Offense Heats Up in ECAC Win
come out and play."
He would lead the squad

the good. While the Stags are

with four goals in the win

looking up from the bottom

that snapped their two game
losing skid.

to offense, they are looking

The 2010 First-team

held opponents to nearly a

and entered the final home

goal per game, less than any

ECAC game this year with

other team in the conference.

only two.

"We've been sound defensively," Copeland said.

for his numbers to come even
close to what you can expect,

Leading the impressive
play is their man in the cage.

his comeback can ignite a

Charlie Cipriano '12 leads the

spark for an offense that has

conference in save percent-

sometimes fizzled throughout

age and is one of the bright
spots on the team. He earned

this year.
"I think it helped me out
to be out," Adams said. "I'm

the Week honor after an impressive 13 save effort against
Bellarmine.

for every game."

"Charlie's been fantas-

In the win over Bellarmine, Adams helped the Stags

my hat to him," Copeland
said. "I think if you could
have a mid-year MVP, it will

goals and two assists.
With the re-addition of

proved offense when consid-

The Stags would split those

ering that without him they

six contests.

tent on the offensive side.

He's baaaack!

"Having Brent back is

probably clearly be Charlie
Cipriano."
The Stags are now 2-1 in
the ECAC and while Copelittle behind where he would

land admits that the team is a

Entering the weekend, they

like them to be, he knows

without their leading goal

were dead last in the league

there is plenty of lacrosse yet

in Goals Per Game.

to play.

were last in the league.
After missing six games

one of their leading active
points leaders, Fairfield will
try to become more consis-

Fairfield has struggled

tic all year. I have to tip

score a season-high 13 goals,
while contributing with four

BY IVEY SPEIGHT

the ECAC Defensive Player of

just so anxious to play now
and I'm just so pumped up

CONTRIBUTING WRrrER

comes to defense. They have

recorded 16 goals last season

While it will be difficult

Marshall Johnson '13 runs by a Bellarmine defender in the Stags' 13-11 win last Saturday.

in the ECAC when it comes
down from the top when it

All ECAC selection, Adams

Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror

But with the bad comes

terrific," third season head

scorer from a year ago, only

with an illness, Brent Adams

coach Andrew Copeland

averaging a little over 7.5

'12 has not missed a beat

said. "He can get to the goal.

goals per game, which was

season with 90 percent of

more of a balance between

and returned to the Fairfield

Just him as an athlete really

last in the seven team ECAC

their offense returning, the

Stags men's lacrosse lineup.
In the last two games, he has
recorded 10 points, including

makes a difference on our
offense."
The midfielder played in

conference.
"For me, it's just great to
be back," Adams said after

squad has had a tough time
to put consistent numbers on
the board. In fact, the team

its offense and defense as the
conference schedule heats

five goals.

this season's opening game,

the Stags 13-11 victory over

had failed to reach double-

three nationally ranked teams

but would not run on the

Bellarmine last Saturday. "[I

digits in any game this sea-

in their next five games.

field again for over a month.

was] chopping at the bit to

son.

With Adams on the field,
the team has a much im-

Despite starting the 2011

Fairfield needs to find

up. They better learn fast,
considering they are facing

Stags on Pace with Win Against Top Rival
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

conference and undefeated in the last three.
The Stags suffered another setback last
season when Marist won the Championship,

It was a battle of two top teams in a

stunning a Fairfield team who outscored

rivalry that has seen an underdog shock

their conference foes by a total of 50 points.

arguably the most dominant program the

Waldvogel, who is 1 -1 as a head coach in

conference has ever seen, three times in the

those games, admitted that it has become

last four years in the game that matters most.

a rivalry, especially for the older players on

Despite being
undefeated in the
MAAC regular sea-

the team.
The seniors on the squad have been a
part of those intense battles. In fact, the only

son and winning

MAAC team that the class of 2011 has lost to

the regular season

is Marist.

championship for.

Team Captain Brittany Bare '11 said,

three consecutive

"The returners especially knew that with the

years, the Fair-

loss from last year in the Championship, we

field University

needed to come out and prove ourselves

women's lacrosse

again."

Farifield Athletics File Photo team has seen their

The two-time all-MAAC First Team

Senior Brittany Bare

season and their

hungry for a MAAC title

dreams end twice

portunity last season to return to the NCAA's

in the hands of the

for the second straight time, "[we needed]

Marist Red Foxes.
However, the Stags succeeded in getting
some revenge on Sunday as they topped
the defending champions 12-9. The victory

selection knew that the Stags missed an op-

to get revenge and payback on a game we
thought we should've had last year."
In the Championship game, the Stags
were held to a season low seven points. The

extends Fairfield's conference regular season

Red Foxes shut down the same team that

winning streak to 20 games.

was averaging 15 goals an outing and tallied

"It's a natural rivalry," Head Coach Mike
Waldvogel said. "We're looking to get back
in the right sense of mind in terms of playing

13 in their previous matchup.
"They always come out and play against

Farifield Athletics File Photo
Kristen Coleman leading the Stags and capping off her impressive Fairfield career.

us and we know they are going to come out

in the league." Ironically, the current streak

hard and aggressive, she said. "So we need

started with an 11 -10 victory against their

to do the same."

title bout.
"It makes me really nervous playing

championship. Head Coach Mike Waldvogel said,"we obviously love to win the regu-

The Stags and the Red Foxes rivalry will

Marist every time and we're probably going

lar season. And I think we're on the right

not end like this. In fact, this year should be-

to see them in the tournament. So we have

track right now. A win over Marist in April is

few years. Fairfield and Marist have met

come another chapter in this story. Fairfield

to keep working like we do," Bare said.

four straight times in the MAAC Champi-

and Marist were picked to finish number

onship game, with Fairfield winning only

one and two in the conference respectively,

the conference can help the Stags as they

one of those titles despite being 23-2 in the

and all signs point to another battle in the

look for their fourth straight regular season

old foe, Marist.
This rivalry has heated up over the last

A victory over the second best team in

great. But it only means something in May if
they play for the trophy."
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Dr. John Orman, better know as 'Doc', was a professor of politics
and chair of the Department of Politics at Fairfield University. For those
who knew Dr. Orman, he was a Renaissance man whose interests went
far beyond politics. He wrote poems and songs, did standup comedy,
entered rap contests, coached basketball and had played on the
"Doctors of Dunk" faculty intramural team where he was famous for his
execution of three-point shots.
In memory of Dr. Orman's love of the game, the Department of
Recreation will be holding the second Annual Jofen *DOC Orman
Memorial 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament.
The tournament will be held Saturday April 16,2011. All skill levels
are welcome to participate. Sign-ups start Monday April 4th.

jfohn *fl®C Orman
Memorial 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament
SaturdavApril 16,
□ Men's A

□ Men's B

□ Women's

□ Co-Ed

□ Fac/Staff Co-Ed

Team Name:.
Player 1:

Cell#:

Player 2:

Cell#:

Player 3:

Cell#:

Player 4:
Player 5:

m

s

Cell#:
Cell#:

Sign-ups start Monday April 4th.
Please return completed registration sheet to the Sign-up table in the BCC Dinning Hall between the hours of
4:30om-7:30om or to the RecPlex droo-box located at the front desk of the RecPlex.
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Lady Ruggers Looking to Face Challenges Ahead
"We are so used to success, to lose 11 of our starting 15 is discouraging...
but this spring we are developing new players, gaining match experience, adding depth, and making the team stronger;'said Birge.
This huge loss of players in the spring semester puts the newcomers straight into the action. Many of the starters yesterday had
never played before, while others were still inexperienced.
" We had one official week of practice,"said Birge when
reflecting oh the game. With one week of preparation, the girls were
thrown into one of the highest intensity, full on contact sports.
"We [returners] were so used to being with our old team.. .having all these new girls is an opportunity and they all stepped up.. .it's
a great precursor to the future," said Forward Captain Fiona Barbour.
For the future, Birge has a clear plan set out for his new team.
"We are going back to the basics, the fundamentals, getting everyone
on the same page."
This loss doesn't reflect the heart of the Fairfield Lady Ruggers
but their "lack of experience, we played a handful of players that had
been playing for a week.. .it [rugby] requires all players to be on the
same page this can be difficult for new players.. .they [Fordham and
Drew] capitalized on our mistakes,"said Birge.
"We bleed together/'said Barbour. Before the match, the ladies
exchanged nervous looks and pats on the back. During the game,
they were communicating.The returners were helping the new
players throughout every step of the game. After every half the team
rang out a unified "good job". The team's greatest strength is "team
Mirror File Photo

The Fairfield University Rugby team is trying hard to recover from heavy loss of players who went abroad this spring

camaraderie. We are a close knit group.. .we are the definition of a
team and it shows on the field," said Birge
This newly puttogetherteam hasa bright futuraThe team is hitting
the ground running (literally) and learning on their feet When asked about

"This is just a glorified practice," said Birge. "We don't want to

BY CRYSTAL RODRIGUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

the teams future, Barbour answered simply ,"back to nationals;'

lose - we don't lose, we were undefeated last fall."

Brittany Goldrick, a newcomer to rugby, was the team's wing in

Last fall, the Fairfield Lady Ruggers literally did not lose. They

a portion of the game."! liked it - it was a lot of fun. The girls were so

After a toss, most teams put their faces down and shut out the world

were undefeated in regular season, finishing 6 - O.They then moved

helpful - teaching me what., to do," laughed Goldrick. The future for

The Lady Ruggers of Fairfield University's Rugby team walked

onto the semi-final and defeated Columbia.The Ruggers moved on

the team looks promising and we will "come back stronger," she said.

off the field, looked at each other and smiled, high fived, and con-

to the MET and beat long time foes, Sacred Heart, 5 - 0 in over-time.

To watch this "kick-ass and exciting sport," Barbour has ad-

gratulated each other.

Finally, they moved onto Nationals, losing to the eventual National

vised students to take a walk up to Alumni Field on April 28th, when

The game Saturday at Randall's Island was the first of the sea-

Champion team, the Bentley Falcons.

son. Fairfield faced Fordham at 4:30 p.m. and then after a 10 minute

Fairfield faces cross town rival Sacred Heart. Fans won't be disap-

With this record, a loss seems out of character. But in reality, "at

pointed and she concluded, "where else are you going to watch girls

intersession, took on Drew. After both losses the girls gathered

times we only had 3 returners on the field" said Birge.This isn't the

.

around Head Coach Ryan Birge.

same team from last fall.This spring, 11 of the 15 starters went abroad.

wrestle in the mud?*
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Off Campus Housing
Want to Live

at the Beach?

Get your Graduate Degree
for less than $10,000* at
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Multiple Formats
21 Graduate Programs
Traditional Semester
7 Week Accelerated Modules
Day, Evening and Online Courses

Large Course Selection
Available Masters
Programs Complete
in 12-18 Months
M.S. Management
M.S. Healthcare
M.Ed. General Education

•
•
•
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•

On the Point and Lund Court
The beach is Right There
Newly Renovated
Washer-Dryers
Hardwood Floors
Furnished

Masters of Arts
— History
— English
— Spanish
"Based on 36 Credit Program

toial
Three-Bedroom Houses Available..
Water Views.
Call Brian 203-521-8611
www.LisaDeRussell .com/Rentals

worcester.edu/totalaccess
Worcester State
worcester.edu

Graduate School
508.929.8127
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Eric Bernsen/The Mirror
The Fairfield Men's Rugby team says a Hail Mary on Alumni Field before taking on Sacred Heart in Fairfield's victory, and first game back as a team, last Saturday.

BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

AS

the sun set over the Fairfield campus last

and the passionate support of the fans inspired the
team to put forth its strongest effort.
"After being on hiatus for a year to come back
with a victory was special and the fact that sup-

Saturday evening, Alumni Field was the place to be.
The Men's Rugby team hosted rival Sacred

porters came to cheer us on really inspired us to
put forth all we had," said junior Gareth McLough-

Heart last Saturday.The Red Ruggers' opening game

lin

was a hard fought 26-20 win against a team that had

Many players on the team echoed this sentiment, many of them greeting their parents after the

already played two matches.
With hard running and strong defense that led
to numerous scoring chances, Fairfield excelled in

game with large smiles and celebration in mind.
"The win last Saturday was priceless. It was

the first 40 minutes of the match and held a 19-3

just what we needed after all this time off the

lead by the end of the half.
However, the momentum reversed in the

pitch," said junior Christian Ford. "We consider

second half of play and Sacred Heart came storming back against the young Fairfield squad. After a

and off the field to stay close as a team throughout

successful try by Sacred Heart, the margin was nar-

each other brothers and have worked together on
the past year. Our hard work clearly paid off."
Coach Leonard was also impressed by the

rowed down to a 19-13 score.
But after a successful tap by Red Ruggers senior

student presence, but admitted the dangers that

Matt Almedia, Fairfield was able to hold onto the
lead for the rest of the match by successfully fighting

injuries occurring over the course of the game.
"I had never seen the students like that before.

off Sacred Heart's second half surge.
Fairfield Head Coach Matt Leonard was pleas-

Although Alumni Field was a nice venue, rugby
should not be played on such a [turf] surface!"
Next weekend the Fairfield Red Ruggers are

antly surprised by his teams strong effort.
"Everyone looked very fit and focused. Our

Alumni Field poses to his players, with multiple

on the road against Boston University. After which,

team worked together well and the future looks

they will prepare for the highly anticipated Beast of

good if we continue to work hard," Leonard said.
There was a great student turnout at the match

the East Tournament in Rhode Island.

Eric Bernsen/The Mirror
A Farifield Rugby Player runs right by the Sacred Heart defense in Saturday's game.

